criticized composers whom they thought to have been left behind (Hindemith, Dallapiccola, Krenek) because of their continued concern with archaic devices such as canon, passacaglia, and any traces of sonata. While yet others (there are too many to mention) were simply dismissed as "commercial" or "compromisers," not because their pieces were found to be technically flawed or artistically impoverished, but because they did not measure up to a prescriptive diagnosis of history. They did not wear the correct badges or have the correct uniforms. In fact, such a prescriptive diagnosis of history is little more than an arbitrary synthesis of fashions, preferences, and prejudices-and there is nothing wrong with that, if understood as such. But whereas the new consciousness of those years paid lip service to the ecstatic, erotic, and revolutionary culture of the pre-First World War period, in reality it soon transformed itself into an orthodoxy and analytically inspired revisionism. No wonder its success as official new music, a subject for academic study! At the time it was widely believed that all the arts were moving the same way. One talked of expressionism, abstraction, serialism -and of Schoenberg, Joyce, Kandinsky -as if the various -isms and key names could, for all their differences, be subsumed under a single banner. Looked at with hindsight, this conflation was obviously oversimplified, if not downright incorrect; but it served roughly to delineate the area of fertile territory. It was the probably necessary post-1945 aspiration to make everything from new again -from its physical bases. Klee's "dot out for a walk," the often referred to "situation of the single note" (as the atomic ne plus ultra of "scientific" composition), and the belief of Milton Babbitt and Boulez in capital-S Serialism/small-m music (to reverse Schoenberg's familiar hierarchy) determined the agenda and the references. In Europe (though not necessarily in New York), Webern was preferred to Schoenberg (but the predodecaphonic pieces only), Stravinsky (up to the Rite of Spring and Les Noces) and some Bartok and Berg were approved, as were Varèse and late Debussy as well as Messiaen (despite the embarrassment of his Catholic and mystical iconography). These choices correspond to those places in the music of immediate (at least pre-1925) predecessors that could be understood without reference to traditional musical rhetoric or to any familial likeness to previous musical experience. And with these choices went a strong belief in censorship (both self-imposed and group). Even while referring to a "chart" (such as the dodecaphonic, serial tables of pitch, timbre, and durational ordering), composers frequently threw up a group of notes approximating to a musical motif or chord that resembled something from past music -and when this occurred, those notes were excluded or at least disguised so as not to arouse "false expectations" in the listener. Extreme and counterproductive as this kind of censorship might now seem, it was an entirely sincere attempt to rebuild a music on a firm basis, eschewing the anecdotal and almost automatic dragging out of clichés to obtain Goehr • Peace and Mind a predetermined and calculated effect. Insofar as the censorship accomplished this aim, it was and is a good thing. But the aim flew in the face of real musical experience. It never seemed to have occurred to anyone, then, that if traditional gestures and traces retained their recognizable expressive potency, even in the altered circumstances of a total serial universe, there must be more to them than met the critical intelligence of that time.
It was against this background that Picasso's transformations (not then matched by anything equally potent in music) surprised and shocked us. The intense impression that this procedure of Picasso's made upon Peter Maxwell Davies reinforced the compositional concern with early English music (Dunstable, Taverner, Byrd) that lay behind a great deal of Davies' prior work.
The particular effect may well have been a move (forward or backward, according to taste) from a slightly coy application of technical procedures -for study perhaps, but hardly for hearing -to a direct and audible involvement with the iconography and gestural language of the earlier composers. Harrison Birtwistle's
The World Is Discovered (based on Die Welt fundt by Heinrich Isaac) stands out in his early oeuvre as a piece clearly implying a past composition; but it is harder to trace the kind of ideas under discussion here in Birtwistle's work than in Davies's. Engraving. British Museum, London. I dislike Eliot's hyperdramatic "self-sacrifice" and prefer Stravinsky's "submission" ("submission to an established order") as a more suitable term. 3 As the . But though such music clearly refers to models and "pushes on beyond the point at which some 'other man stopped,' " neither technically nor gesturally does it really raise the issue of musical composition actually modeled on specific older works in the way the Picasso is modeled on the Manet. Various words are used to describe the relationships of artists to prior artists or to works chronologically preceding them. Such descriptives may be organized according to whether they imply a conscious act of selection or whether they represent, at least in substantial part, an involuntary relationship to the past. In the first category stands our modeling proper, along with plagiarism and parody. Parody describes the way in which early Renaissance writers employ movements from Masses by their predecessors to "compose against," but also describes the way in which Mahler is understood to approach music of the past with irony -an approach normally associated also with neoclassicism, illustrated anew in the Romantic period and continuing in Tchaikovsky's Mozartiana, the Holberg Suite by Grieg, and various works by Respighi, but above all in Stravinsky after Pulcinella. Quotation, the use of existing music by other composers within a newly invented structure, may also be placed in this first category. In addition, Wollheim uses the terms borrowing and textuality, the one referring to borrowed gestures and expressions, the other to the use of literary or religious texts to be illustrated.
Against all such deliberate attempts to bridge or remove the distance from past to present, and even to alter the estimation of the past by our experience of the present, stand ideas of influence (anxious or not), inspiration, and tradition.
All these imply an involuntary relationship to the past operating through memory, resonance, and education. The greater part of the history of music is written in such terms, implied in popular notions like the "stream of music": the idea of music as a kind of relay race in which one protagonist takes up the baton laid down by his predecessor. The advantage of linking music selectively to its own traditions is that it becomes sufficient to focus on particular characteristics of a composition, allowing what is new and innovational to stand side by side with those aspects of the work that show "influences." But in attempting to demonstrate intentional modeling, as for example in the way Schubert is reputed to have modeled on Beethoven, or Brahms on Chopin, the critic -to be convincingmust compare passage for passage, and often to do this only after removing, as it were, the disguises or trappings that inevitably obscure so specific a relationship between two pieces. Effectively, only critics of the musicality and experience of a Tovey or a Charles Rosen will be able to accomplish this feat. (The most useful study of modeling is contained in Rosen's "Influence: Plagiarism and Inspiration.") 4 It is far more difficult to perceive the existence of a model "behind" a piece of music than it is to see it in a painting. The difficulty is compounded when, as Rosen says, "the transformation is an almost total one" and "evidence for the identity is erased in a work which now appears almost completely original." Even where a composer deliberately models his piece on an existing structure, it will be unlikely that more than some aspects of the original will recur in the new work, and these will be conjoined with other characteristics that have nothing directly to do with the original. What is functional in the one is at best a gestural reference in the other. The new piece "substitutes" its own structure, imagery, and associations for those of the original; and, necessarily, the force and tensions of the later piece resolve into a continuation and conclusion of its own that veers away from the original, so that It would surely not be right to question the integrity of a listener who, while recognizing no quotations, identifying no references, making no associations, simply obtains pleasure from following the travels of a tune, the intensity of contrast, and the appositeness of resolution in a musical piece. Be this so, the very discussion of the status of a model within a piece might seem to be little more than pedantry or cleverness. It is no accident, I suspect, that there are few if any mentions of this aspect of composing in writings about music.
The situation alters completely where the artist indicates enough of his original model to suggest that the presence of it in his own work is an integral part of the intended expression. Wollheim in his discussion of Manet's borrowings deals in detail with the psychology of this situation, within the framework he proposes of a tension, if not a rivalry, between present and past. 5 Be that as it may, if an artist is motivated by one feeling or another to reproduce some aspect of a previous work, he will, technically, be forced to concern himself with an idea of transparence, such that one sees or hears some part of the earlier work through the whole or separately from it. A technical preoccupation with transparency would of itself differentiate the texture of the new creation from the old, as for general purposes one would assume that no such aspiration was present in the original. Monteverdi's day, presents at the same time a "new music" through which the Monteverdi original may be at least partially perceived.
In the second stage of composing, I took my own, quasi-seventeenthcentury framework and transformed it, by reharmonizing, inventing obligato parts, isolating chance occurrences -intervallic, textural, timbric-and emphasizing these against their contextual background (as Klee used to expand and thicken certain lines in a "naturalistic" landscape turned upside down to create a new polyphonic abstraction of it). Crudely speaking, the originals sounded Indeed, the same is true when a composer sets an ancient poem or dramatic text.
All distances between then and now must be made to shrink away, if pro forma cultural hommage is to be avoided. In the late fifties, side by side with the belief that dodecaphonic serialism Serially generated compositions tended to be brief; in Webern's case, almost defying spontaneous perception. Only with strain and the stiffness that can result from unfelt constructive manipulation did it seem possible to sustain metric continuity and fill the sound-space postulated by traditional instruments (such as the piano or a string instrument evolved in relation to tonal practice, with their system of recurring octaves) and the orchestra. Either one accepted this loss as immutable reality, as did Webern -regarding the external form of a composition as identical to the sum of its structural moves, omitting all decorative, rhetorical extensions -or one tried to find ways of modifying and extending structure to include or at least substitute for the melodic, rhythmic, harmonic, and textural redundancy that, in the past, had contributed to the communicability of musical ideas. A choice between these strategies is rarely based merely on intellectual deliberation but is as well dictated by personal temperament and such concerns as for where and to whom the music might be addressed. It was in this spirit that, using the technical means available to me, I first attempted to model movements on existing pieces from the baroque, classical, and romantic literature.
To compose a movement upon a model involves at the outset a procedure frame for the new piece. The process is, if not quite mechanical, a fairly straightforward activity. But a significant implication of it is that the new composition is in the first instance conceived as a whole durational space and the procedure of continuing is by dividing up the space following the divisions observed in the model. The total framework comes first, and only then is it apportioned into sections and phrase structures. There is no evidence that the composers of the classical era, given as they were to principles of bilateral symmetry, used any such procedure, but there are indisputable grounds for believing that Bach was familiar with and at least on occasion employed this manner of thought. whelming immediacy of the impression they make; and the anxiety results from doubt as to whether one might oneself, not emulate such works (that would be too pretentious), but even in a modest way participate in a tradition of which these masterpieces form the peaks. Anyone coming as I do from a family of prac-
of that mysterious "gift" that is waved about but is so strangely elusive.
Such early experience makes it hard to believe in any of the neutral definitions of music as "organized sound" or "sounding air." For me, music was and is an activity embracing composition, performance, listening, and study, an activity embodying a set of definable preoccupations. Like any sport or game, the intention is fixed in advance and is hardly open to negotiation. As with Kafka's dancer, there is no question about the steps of the dance; only the dancer's own anxiety about being able to make them correctly. 9 The suggestion being made here is that the activity of modeling upon a specific composition of the past, while 
